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The £ in your pocket
0 dividends. Shareholding directors also pick up
sizeable dividend cheques. We have only monitored
dividends from public companies - clearly private
company directors can award themselves high dividends
too. Yet again P Barbour at Microgen received no salary
but got £447K in dividends. The Top Five directors (quoted
companies only) when dividends areincluded were:
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If you have lost your job in the
last few years or were one of the
100,000+ ordinary mortals
working for the industry who on
average have received salary
increases less than inflation in
every year since 1990, you
will not enjoy this article. But
if you are already doing well
in our industry (which we hope
covers the majority of the

System House readership) then
the chances are that the last year has been very rewarding.

 

- value of shareholding. At some point even total
Your rewards will have come in a number of ways:

- remuneration as a director. It is impossible to
determine the average pay of directors and it would be
meaningless anyway as non-exec. and executive fees

remuneration must become a little meaningless if your
shareholding is valued at tens of millions.

Shareholding value

all 5/4/94

973,564,680
236,695,568
£36,695,568

G Brown 222,500,000
G Poulter £22 405 560

The ☜richest☝ SCSI shareholder (only quoted SCSI
companies are included) we could identify thisyear is
Trevor Burke, the 45 year old CEO of Phonelink - one of
the many new issues in the last year. Burke is i/c of R&D.
In Jan. 1981, Burke, together with his wife Heather.
founded Profile UK. In Dec. 90 the planning application
business of Profile and its name were sold in order to
finance the development of Phonelink ♥ hence the large
shareholding. Phonelink has been one of the most
successful new issues in the last year. The Sunday Times
reckons that, with his wife, the Burkes are worth £77m
and are the joint 158th richest people in the UK,
Messrs. Pool and Gilmore - founders and directors of
Proteus International - are the main shareholders in
lmesco which holds Proteus shares valued at over £50m.
The Sunday Times reckons that Kevin (aged 59) and his
wife Marljke (aged 35) are together worth £43m and are
joint 289th richest people in the UK.
Geoff Brown, the ex-Chairman and now CEO of games
distributor CentreGold, owned just under half of the
company at the time of the float last year which valued
the company at £50m.
Graham Poutter, aged 51, is the Chairman and CEO of
On-Demand Information. In 1969 he founded Poutter
Communications plc, of which On Demand was a part.
He owns 43.9% of On-Demand which was one of the

...confinued on page 2
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T Burke
K Gilmore
J Pool

cannot be separated. However, we do know that total

director's costs increased by a minimal 1.6% (to an
average of £214K percompany board) but that the number
of executive directors decreased as part of the delayering
process. I.e. if you kept your job, your pay went up.
Fortunately (for us!) more non~execs. were appointed.
The average pay of the highest paid director (HPD)
Increased by 7.1% - or five times the increase in staff
costs per employee. The Top Five HPDs in 1993 were:

Phonelink
Proteus
Proteus
CentreGold
On Demand

 

Geoff Squire - Ir! CEO
Geoff Brown- Ch & CEO
Tony spurge - CEO

Cumuter Associates A m: ☁ MD
Sperm Consuillng

 

It is interesting to note that three out of the five are
companies which have come to the Stock Exchange in
the last year. In these cases, this was the remuneration

drawn prior to the listing. These high salaries are then
shown in the listing particulars as ☜non-recurring
expenses☝ and profits are restated (upwards) for the
benefit of the investing publicl
This is the last year that Geoff Squire of Oracle will feature
as he departed in Dec. 93. This was just the UK bit of
Squire☂s package. BusinessWeek (25th Apr. 94) quoted
Squire's total remuneration for 1993 at $1.1m plus a further
$3.9m by way of stock options. But this is chicken feed
when you have a Lear jet to support.
One of 1992's high earners - Peter Rigby at Specialist
Computer Holdings ~ saw his emoluments reduce from
£476,760 in 1992 to £211,380 in 1993 as SCH☂s profits

growth was put on hold.
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Wealth...continued from page 1

many new issues in 1993/94 and is currently capitalised

at £50.5m.

We have only sketchy records of shares sold since the

publication of the last company Report & Accounts and

we have not included any non-bene cial or family trust

holdings.

Our analyses only contain details of quoted companies.

Even so we have identified around 100 directors with

shareholdings worth over £1 m.

It should be remembered that holdings in 'private'

companies can often prove to be very valuable. Indeed

the richest SCSl person in the UK - according to the

Sunday Times "Britain's Richest 500 List" - is

Peter Rigby - Chairman, CEO and owner
of Specialist Computer

Holdings. They reckon his

wealth to be £100m (up from

£70m in 1992 due to the W

investment in the Byte PC
superstores chain).
Still a long way to go to match
Bill Gates' $7 billion though.
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"You will undoubtedly note that: we have

increased sales by 3496 to £5.11]: and PST by

89% to 51m in the year to 315C March 94. We

continue, therefore, to be a very "boring"

company". Alistair Fulton - Managing Director - Triad
Special Systems. He could have added that cash also
increased by 66% to £1.2m.
John Rigg (Chairman of both Triad and Vega - see right)
is making a habit of involvement in SCSI companies with
boring/y consistent performance records. Triad provides

specialist IT consultancy and UNIX bespoke development
predominately to public sector clients - showing. yet again.
the high 20%+ margins now commanded.

  

rSparkling Vega \
Vega Group pic was one of the rare new issues back in
1992 at 122p. Their strong and consistent performance
had qualified them for an equally rare, and much sought
after, System House ☜boring☝ award. The results for the'
year to 30th Apr. 94 were impressively boring, showing
revenues up 20% at £9.7m, PBT up 46% at £2.1m (after
adj. forthe revised treatment of the Stock Exchange launch
costs last year) and EPS up 57%.

Vega Group plc
Seven Year Revenue and PBT Record

Relative to 1988£18m
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These excellent and consistent results show. yet again,

how specialist consultancies can perform - with a profit
margin of 22%.
Vega's main market is space systems development. But
they have diversified recently as the 23m Royal Navy
training contract earlierthis year demonstrates.
Chairman John Rigg. looks fonNard to ☜anothersuccessfu/
year" and it would only be a stupid analyst who would
cast any doubt on that.

The share price is now quite justifiably twice the launch
Kprice, but with almost all the gain in the last year.
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kewm - ☜back as the glow "pl
We have told and retold the☁Kewill story m

best and most consistent pertpmiance' record" roll
Weigang nightmareendedwith a_£40,0 MB nMar.
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on an otherwise soundas they come company. Very" Kewlll

PBT of 24mm (compared with a, icssomsjsmiasi year alts
£31.8m. Revenues from continuing operations were up avm☁arginal é?
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Continued profits recovery at Granada
Granada Computer Services - the UK☂s largest TPM -
has continued its profits recovery in the six months to April
2nd 1994. PBT increased by 10% to £4.4m on revenues
down 9% at £69m. "Sluggish ewnomies'in Europe, which
contributed £29m of this revenue, were blamed.
Regardless, this profit (compared with the £12m loss in
1991) is testimony to the business abilities of John Curran
who has now retumed to his consultancy activities.

  

aromas
I BIG six ACCOUNTING FIRMS

'. Coopers & Lybrand
t KPMG Peat Marwick
Andersen

* -Andersen Consulting

' - Arthur Andersen E Co

Ernst 8. Young
' Price Waterhouse
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AM scores for Spargo
As we previewed last month, Spargo Consulting plc is
the latest in the long line of new issues. Launched at 95p
in early June, equivalent to a capitalisation of £11 .9m, the

shares have since risen against the market trend to end
June on 108p. Spargo reported PET of £483K on revenues
of £4.87m in the year to 31st Dec. 93. But you only getto
this figure after deducting "director's exceptional
emoluments and related employers Nl amounting in
aggregate to £111,000 and £304,000 respective/y☝. l.e.
most of the profit.

But the directors can afford to temper their drawings. No
new money is being raised in the float. Share sales by
Chairman Bob Morton ("Bob the bear" of Vistec fame)
and CEO Tony Spargo will raise 23m - and they will still

hold 35% and 40% respectively of the equity.

Spargo to all intents and purposes is an applications
management (AM) housa. They provide ☜design andbuild☝
lT consultancy but most of their revenues come from AM
activities.
In our last issue we obServed the high margins currently

being achieved by "specialist lT consultancies☝. Spargo

has forecast PBT of "not less than☝£600K on revenues of

£2.75m in the six months to 30th June 94. This equates

to a margin of at least 22%.
indeed, although we look aghast at this float, we must

concede that if current forecasts are achieved the valuation
is a modest prospective PlE of 14.

"Firstde scores for srr'a'regem' - ; :
Strange isucslgactivity - Firstp☂oint 7 contributed PBT
of £356Kin the six months to 28th Feb. 94. As total group

. PBTwas £28,0K, 'Firstpoint cleatty offset losses in the
groups industrtai'doors and car dealership activities.
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'Revenue
- computer services

☁ 0 print services

' Operatlng Profit
- computer services

   /. Change '

1993/94-

  
       

  

  '. - admin. costs
' - net interestnncome

- net exceptionals

' PBT
" E P S
_ Cash .

'- Tru "s all panelthehe BOQKICaHrne
tram e exceptional :yainmaaebnshe» , . "
sale (first reported. in 1992) of_ GreatAmenoan software.

.' Bat. trading performance-was☂the main contributor. The
previous core ☁businessforms activityf'returned to pro t-
and there was 'a 40% increase» in computing services

: profits; whose revenues now☁arnoimt to over 74% of the'
total. Particularly strong growth was reported in the motor

☂tedslsisfeins bushes ' . . .2 . - :
Kalamazoo has long deciar'ed its acqursition intentions. lt

' was therefore quite a serprise that only one purchase ~
'CBA/N☂ederla'nd☁ (now ☜performing well, despite the
continued recession in Europe") tor £962K in May 93 f
has beenannouncedf Any'snide comment irOm us that
these current excellent results are due to Kalamazoo☁s

_ failure to consummate any other acquisitions, would only
,be greeted With the usual howlsof disagreement from
our readers; FD lan Davidson tells us that they are still

. looking foriaoquisitions-Whichfit the following criteria:
:6 motortra'de'sys'te'ms in Europe. ☁ » _
3☂ UK' niche '_ market software products ~ e.g.
manufacturing. distribution orfinancial services.
v☂servioe workloads to mesh with their existing offerings.

We hope Kalamazoo retain their policy of small purchases,
at the right price and ☜sticking to knitting". That way. Harrop
might be able to make an unusual habit of reporting
☜record☝ years. Kalamazoo shareholders have shared in

 

  

 

    
  

   

 

    

   

  

   

the success too. The shares started 1993 on 27p - they
Qndw June 94 at 135p - up amassive 400%. J
Confident Comac
The new non exec. Chairman of Philip Swinstead's Comac
told shareholders at the AGM that demand for their IT
agency staff services was increasing although "margins
were still under pressure☝. Although ☜confident of a
satisfactory result for the first half of 1994☝ it was ☜too
early to make predictions".
Their brokers James Capel are forecasting PBT of £3.5m
for 1994 and £4.4m in 1995. The Computer People
purchase of Span this month means Comac will have to
announce another acquisition to reclaim the #1 slot .
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CRT Group
We feature the CRT Group because of the growing

importance of their SCSI activities. In December 1993,

CRT paid £200K to acquire Couva Computer Services

Limited, which provides IT staff on a contract and

permanent basis. In March 1994, Mark Edwards (ex of

Microsoft) was appointed to head their new multimedia

publishing division.

CRT has, this month, taken the unusual (but none the

less welcome) step of releasing ☜an early indication of

trading☝ ahead of the preliminary announcement due at

the end of July. The statement says that continuing

revenues and operating profits for the year to 30th Apr.

94 increased "by more than 20%" (1993 rev. = £35.1m,

op. profit = £4.84m). But losses and closedown costs of

£2.2m at Doctus, an additional £1.1m goodwill write-off
and other property related exceptionals will dent PBT.
More than half of CRT☁s revenues come from their LINK
and Pitman training activities - much of which is IT related.
In 1993, a further £16m was earned from IT contract staff
and recruitment (a' la Computer People).

fProteus International ' j ' l : 1 v v 5
Background. Proteus International has developed}
software product (Prometheus) for the'modelling :org
biornolecular structures. it was launched onto the Stock
Exchange in☁May 90 at :84p1Rather'than selling the product
it has taken ☜stakes'lin the drugs which the p'rddud has
helped to design. ' . . I " r
Latest results._ To date Proteus has niadejlncreased
losses as development costs mount. tn☁the latest year to
315i Mar, 94, losses increased from £35r t" £65m. zero☜
revenue was earned. I , _ I 'V ' ' I": '
The Proteus share price has been volatile ☁7 to say the
least. They climbed dramatically from th'e'launch price of
84p to a high of over 500p in 1992. Sin'cethen it hasvbeen
a one way slide to end June on182p. This was'not helped
by their brokers (UB8) quitting in Feb. 94 as they☁believed'
Proteus was being too optimistic. Then in Mar 94.,Proteus
asked shareholders to stump up another £10.4m in a 1-"
for-7 rights issue at 280p. With the share price down'nearly
35% since. Proteus is stretching shareholder: loyalty to
the limit by describing the rights issue ' " uccessf l" 3 '

Chairman Kevin Gilmore .lqne' of. th, , , . f ☁
industry - see pt) said ☜modest 'reven' e anticipated '
to commence during 1994/95, to increase during 1995/6
and to provide a base for substantial expansion'in 1996/
97. With all programmes on or ahead of schedule, I am
more confident than ever of the group's progress☂? 7
Comment. The last thing we can attemptto do is comment
on the viability of such drugs as Z-sorb. ☜a calf scoUr
remedy☝ or GJ92 ☜for the immunocaslration of domestic,
cats☝, But we have long believed that the risk, sharing
partnership between SCSl companies and their users, so
well demonstrated by Proteus, will form an important new
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Way of doing business in the future. I J

Graduate recruitment
☜During the 1991/92 recession, when many computer

companies stopped recruiting graduates completely,
Logica recruited 140 graduates☝. This year Logica will
recruit ☜over 200 graduates☝.
On the surface this can be used as yet more evidence of

the major recovery in our industry. But for our many

readers of our advancing age, with kids about to leave

university, it is an even greater cause for celebration.

  

☜Most disappointing" year at AAH Meditel

AAH Meditel represents under 1% of AAH plc's 521.6

billion revenue for the year to 31 st March. It was therefore

somewhat strange that it represented over 10% of the

comment in their press of release.

AAH Meditel sells clinical management systems to GPs

and in Mar. 94 acquired Peak Systems (community care

systems) for up to £2.5m. Even so revenues were up just

5% at £11 .3m and operating profit plunged from £2.2m to

just £400K. The hiatus in the Dept. of Health's lT

programme was blamed. But "exciting developments"

such asthe launch of System 6000 ☜selling newslandards

ofexcellence in GP computing☝and the acquisition of Peak

is expected to produce "a better performance this year☝.

☁iCut☂J-"pasfe AAH M' l' in ☁ '   
  

 

  

 

   

Axis - ☜an lmaglnaryllne about which a bodycan rotate"

RHM Computing has changed its name to Axis

Resources. ☜It causes confusion - we are not bread

makers". Other name changes include Interface

(outsourcing), Insight (laser printing) and Paylink (payroll

services).

In the 8 months to May 93, Axis reported revenues of.

£9.1m and losses of half a million

cuiapa☁stam " " ☁ " V g _
growing list of ☜none re"fl"l',subsldiarle

   

   

☜Continued healthygrowth "at Peterborough

and strong recovery at Datasure
Peterborough Software (HR software) and Datasure

(systems for insurance underwriters and brokers) are the
two computing services subsidiaries of insurance broker
CE Heath.
The combined computing services activities increased
revenues by a minimal 3% to £44.3m in the year to 31 st
March 94. Peterborough Software represented about
£29.5m of the total. Combined operating profits were up
15% at £5.4m with Peterborough up 12% at £4.3m and

Datasure up 50% at£1.1m. Note: These are revised gures since

the of cial announcement.

Datasure has reduced its dependence on troubled Lloyds.
undenNriters to less than 20% .Although Lloyds' revenues

were described as ☜flat☝ - that☁s a lot better than the
reductions most competitors have experienced. Other
insurance activities, and its staff agency and payroll

services, have expanded well. In particular Datasure has
become the market leader in electronic trading; a

technological change set to have a similar impact on the

insurance market as Big Bang had on the Stock Exchange.

Peterborough Software recorded ☜flat turnover in the UK

where the economic recovery had as little impact during

the year as did the recession in previous years". New

customers largely bought the new PC based HR systems.

The UNIX market was described as "stable". But over 50%

of revenues come from the existing user base and even

the mainframe customer base is likely to provide recurring
revenue for many years to come.
Computing services represent 25% of CE Heath☂s
revenues and just 16% of operating profits.

Cut 8: paste #3 - Peterborough/Detas☁lll☁ee slasle
examples to add to a' growing "list? non core". IT
subsidiaries where we would advises disposal/MEG.
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Another US buy for Micro Focus
Micro Focus has acquired US Burl Software
Laboratories for up to £8.9m. Burl has just 12 employees,
☜negligible assets and pro ts" and has developed a
software tool called Revolve ☁Which facilitates visualisation
of software applications☝. Revolve ☜is currently installed
in over 500 programming shops in North America".
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Microgen buys another COM bureau
Microgen has bought Scottish Computer Services from
Clydesdale Bank for £1.5m in cash. SCS (like Microgen)
offers COM and payroll bureau services to 400 customers

. in Scotland. In the year to 30th Sept. 93, 808 had
reVenues of £2.87m (1992:23.12m) and PET of £35K
(1992:1055 £901 K).
Microgen has seen profits erode as their base COM
market changes significantly. Given that in Jan. 94
Chairman Douglas Lee said that Microgen would be
putting all their efforts into ☜developing new sources of
revenue in areas of affinity☂, it is a little strange to see

them buying a company so similar to their own.

@ack to square one W
☜What☂s the difference between EDS and Elizabeth
Taylor?". ☜At least, Taylor got her proposed partners to
the altar".
This month EDS and Sprint announced they had given
up the idea of a merger as they couldn☂t agree on relative
values. The logic behind EDS linking with one (or more)
major telecomms suppliers seems indisputable. Perhaps
our oft-stated hope of getting EDS and BT hitched might
still happen.

 

. But if EDS cannot quite pull off the marriage. it can certainly
consummate the outsourcing deals. This month the Xerox
contract ♥ billed asthe largest of its kind ever - was signed
worth $3.2b over 10 years. As we have previously
reported. Rank Xerox has its Euro HQ in the UK, so the
deal will have a significant effect of EDS UK's already

  

(est growing revenues. /
Walker pays Him for FSL
On 30th June 1994, US Walker International announced
that it was to pay 28m cash for UK Financial Solutions
Ltd (FSL). On the surface, this consideration will bring a
rosy glow to the cheeks of other software products
companies as CSL had revenues of £3m and no profits
in 1993. But Walker now has an open system/multivendor
financial accounting system (Open One which it intends
to rename APTOS) to link with its own Redwood product.
This will allow it to address the needs of the largest
corporation from its smallest division upwards.
It will also help Walker, which has worldwide revenues of
c$65m, to double its $8m UK revenues in two years.

The lesson, yet again, to company sellers is clearly to

stress technology and futures - not track record.
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The others...The UK arm of PC maker Tandon has
gone into liquidation. GUI tool builder, Alex Technologies

has appointed the liquidators. Management consultancy
Proudfoot has announced that ☜the possible offer reported

on 20th May has nowbeen withdrawn". US Deluxe (1993
revenues = $16 billion) has purchased The Software
Partnership (SP) of Runcorn. SP ☜develops a generic
electronic delivery framework sp/AFICHITECT". No

consideration was disclosed. SP had revenues of £4.4m

and PET of £547K in 1992 - the last year on file.

Capita and SIMS
Capita has acquired SIMS Holdings. which provides
management systems to the eduction sector, for up to
£10m - 26m now and 24m on profits to Dec. 96. SIMS
has recently paid a dividend of £4.35m. SIMS made PBT
of£1.79m on revenues of £13.5m in the year to 31 st Mar
94. So the P/E looks a low 9 or an average 12 depending
on whether you include the dividend.

Computer People buys Span
The Roger Graham/Tony Reeves leadership at Computer
People announced last month did not take long to hit the
acquisition trail. This month they announced the purchase
of IT consultancy The Span Consultancy for £5.5m.
Span had revenues of £12.6m and made PBT of £319K
in the year to 31st Dec. 93. ☜The combined worldwide

revenues of the two companies is running at an annualised
rate of over £90m". Interestingly, Comac+CSSlTrident
together would have had revenues of around £70m in
1993, so Computer People seems now to be "the biggest
contract staff company in the UK☝. CP also announced a
rights issue at 158p per share (shares were trading at
170p prior to announcement) raising £6.3m.

(TIBA valued at £53m \
JBA Holdings pic's declaration in May of a oat "later
this year☝ actually meant ☜a month later☝. We reviewed

JBA',"☜☁cne oi the world☁s leading suppliers of software
solutidns on thengMAS/400", in our last issue. 36.5% of
the equity was placed at 160p raising £11 .4m (net) of which
£9.6m is new money into the company and the remainder
£1.8m ,will repay the prefs, IBM is retaining its holding
which will represent 3.7% of the equity after the placing.
The largest shareholders will be Chairman Alan Vickery
(16.1%). Lloyds Dev. Cap (8.1%) . which backed the
buyout of an ex director☂s stake in the late 19805, Kevin

Jones (Software Director ~ 7.4%) and ClNVen (7%).
Dealing began on 30th June - our press day - opening at
162p or a minimal 2p premium.

The launch values JBA at £52.8m. Although JBA names
its chief competitors as System Software Associates. SAP
and JD Edwards, it is perhaps interesting to note that JBA's
launch PIE of 16.3 compares with 23 at QSP. 22 for
CODA and 17 tor Cedardata at the time of their floats.
Chairman/founder Alan Vickery admitted that ☜the offer
price was lower than he had anticipated tWo months ago☝,
\Kieinwan Benson -Tei 071 623 8000: J
Amstrad buys Viglen
Amstrad has acquired UK (yes, UK) PC manufacturer
Viglen for £30m plus a further £30m if profits exceed
£4.5m in each of the next 3 years. Viglen made a very
healthy PBT of 29m on revenues of £72m in the year to
31 st Mar. 94 so the price looks decidedly cheap. Viglen
has an excellent reputation (we use them ourselves!) and
sell direct mainly to public sector clients, Linking with
Amstrad is unlikely to increase their kudos.
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Another profits dip at EDP
Electronic Data Processing (EDP) had been one of the
best performers around - both in terms of share price and
consistent profits growth, But since 1991 profits growth
has gone into reverse and the share price has declined
by 28% in 1994 so far. Latest results for the six months to
31 st Mar. 94 show revenues down 2.4% at £7.18m
("reflecting the compression in selling price of computer
hardware☝), PBT down 12% at £2.0m and EPS down 15%.

The EDP cash mountain, however, increased by 13% to

£12.6m. Chairman Mike Heller still wants to use this cash
to acquire software companies where he hopes
☜commercial realism will begin to influence vendors".
The past share price increase was due to the much hyped,
and delayed, introduction of EDP☂s UnMsion ☜object based
database management system". We are told this has now
been ☜well received"but will not contribute to profits in the
current year.

r7501431 depression».., , , , .
Exactly a yearago☁we☁ wroteianuart e'Which' ca edan
important. readerto'cancel his subs'cr ☁ Under the
heading "imagine". we invited readers, tooontras'tiTOIaI

  

   

floated on the USM. Amazinglyidentical - even the share
price was 65p. But given the Intervening record, we☁vheli☁eve

repeated. but seldom fulfilled, Statement ol☁oonfid _
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at £142K land EPS down 84%; ,No diVidendeill be paid-5

Total Systems plc
Twelve Year PBT Record
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As readers know, Terry Boume accused usthenot making
"unnecessary expressions of opinbn☝-.which is. after all,
our job. In his latest Chairman☂s statement, Bo'u'me makes
the following ☜expression of opinion☝of his own- yet again.
"It is particulariygalling that Total has theproducts, people
andexpert/Se tosupport and sustain a significant recovery,
and yet our progress is impeded by'vth'e wider world's
inability to look beyond our share price, and .see' the
bene ts provided by ourproducts and the security'ofour
asset base". I , _' . - '
The arrogance of this statement takes our breath away.3
The share price has only anticipated Totals appalling
financial performance record - indeed on apro rata basis
they should have been treatedmore'harshiy. Manyofj
Total's competitors have done well in the'sarne markets.
Total should never have floated in the first place. The only
reason that the share price is not even lower now is
because of continued hopes that their shareholders might
3e put out of their miSery by abid. ☂  __System House

  

.System☂s 1993 results withi☂th'ose of't'988,☁ Whehth☂e☂y"

we were. j'ustified☁in questioning VTerrijour'ne☂soft '

Latest results for the year to 31st Mar 94 show reVenues 7
down 27% at $12.1 m, PBT almost annihilated ~ down 83% ,

   

/Warning from Azlan \
Azlan is ☜one of the UK's leading value added distributors
to the network computing market☝. After the CINVen
backed MBO from Logitek in late 1990Azlan was launched
onto the Stock Exchange at 230p per share in Nov. 93.
First results since the float showed revenues up 49% at
£61.5m, PBT up 31% at £3.87m and EPS up 48%.

Azlan Group plc
Six Year Revenue and PBT Record

Relative to 1969
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But Azlan reported ☜a quiet start to the year☝. Profits in the
first half of the current year are likely to be less than last
year as the company moved the emphasis of its business.

This was due to investment in taking on new products
involving ☜more complex technologies☝ and the longer
sales cycles involved in ☜major projects initiated by
corporate users".

In May 94, Azlan acquired Research & Development, a
distributor of network products in France, for an initial

£650K. The French operation ☜has made a promising

start☝. This month they have bought £4.5m rev., Danish
networking company Damguard Data for £1.05m
Azlan shares have fallen 12% this month.
Interesting to note that Tony Robinson, MD of Hoskyns,
has joined as a non exec. joining David Randall, Mike
Brooke and Gordon Skinner on the board. Keeping all
\those opinions in order will be a demanding task. J

Vistec - still growing but onlyjust
Vistec just managed to hold onto to its unbroken record
of growth throughout the ☜recession☝. As readers know,
we think that Vistec is one of the unappreciated heroes of
the industry. Latest results show revenues up 16% at
£45m, EPS up 10% but PBT up just 4% at £3.4m.
Vistec has been one of the most aoquisitive groups around.
In the early years, they had their fair share of acquisition
indigestion. But the latest purchases (e.g. ISO
Communications and Data Logic Communications in the
last year) seem to be progressing well. These acquisitions
resulted in cash decreasing from £6.7m to £5.9m . Further
"strategic infill acquisitions☝ are sought.

10.1 1'02 ill!
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Worst month since Sept 1989 for CSI shares
The 7.8% fall in our CSI Index in June was the worst since
the crash of Oct. 89. 80% of stocks registered declines
and some £360m (or 10%) was written off the value of
CSI companies. As often happens. FI'SE 100 stocks fell
first (in May) followed by the smaller stocks this month.
Standard Platforms fell another 54%. At 13p the price is
getting closer to the 5p paid by the business angels who
rescued the company last month. Clinical Computing,
one of this year's new floats, fell 31%. Interim results due

in July. but otherwise no apparent reason. ACT fell 30%
(see p11), knocking nearly £50m off theirvalue, following
the profits warning. Capita. Enterprise. Gresham,
Virtuality and MAID all fell by in excess of 20%. Capita

purchase earlier this month of SIMS.
But there were gainers too. Microvitec and Radius put
on 16% and 15% respectively after bullish statements on
current trading at their AGMs. The month's new issue -
Spargo Consulting - gained 14%

   

   

 

   

  
  
   
   

 

Month (27/5/94 - 29/6/94)
From 1Sth Apr 89
From 1st Jan 90
From 151 Jan 91
From 1st Jan 92

   

  
  
  

 

   

  
  
  

 

+54.06%
+67.43°/a

+1 17.63%
447.44%

+43.47%
+24.74%
166.38%
+1B.18%

  

  

 

   

    

shares at 162p are now less than the 173p placing on the Fm☜ 15☝☜ 93 933% +35% +23-49%
From 1st Jan 94 -7.73% 43.81% 4.61%

SI☝Share" Price's☝ 'ah☁ (I capitalisation '1
1 Sh-ie one. Share price oapneiiaation bepitalisation

snore Price capitalisation Historic Ft-t'io csl Index 95 mow a; move move(2m) move (Em)
29/9/1994 (2p) 2951199412111) 51/5 can/Rev. 29/5/94 since 27/5/94 in 1994 since 27/5/94 in 1994

ACT 21.1 - 2215.101n 13.7 0.56 1541.27 40.12% 43.55% -292.70n1 -245.601n
Admiral 25.5 254.50111 20.9 1.75 4105.70 1.25% 15.91% 20.90111 212.2011.
Allan 22.4 25330111 223 0.57 1050.57 41.91% 4.92% -27.201n -24.601n
Capla 21.5 . 27920111 20.5 1.55 4554.55 20.95% -31.93% -221.001n -233.50m
Commute $0.0: 俉00.00m 15.5 4.90 03133 -6-67☁/1 -6-57% 42120711 -俉2-16m
ceniraguia 21. 241.00m 15.7 0.51 502.00 -7.14% 45.50% 431.3001 -223.40m
CIInk-al Corrvullng 20.51 £15.2om 15.0 5.75 753.05 ~30.55% 24.19% 25.50111 .2e.001n
Coda {2.2 < £55.20m 23.1 2.48 944.65 -4.72☁/. -5.53☁/- >£2.90m £3.45!☜

Comac Group 20.9 232.901n 23.1 1.55 4999.90 49.19% 45.15% -£7.30m -27.301n
oomouierieea Flnenclal 21.11 25.22111 n/a 1.55 1233.33 41.90% 23.33% -20.701n 20.991n
Computer People 21.7 223.50111 30.7 0.34 099.59 295% 57.41% .2070". 25.5011.
Cray Eledronlm 21.5 233940111 15.0 1.59 900.50 40.95% 435% .241.90m -215.401n
CRT 21.0 255.20n1 19.9 1.19 1155.57 2.75% 7.14% 21.5011. 24.101n
DRS Data 5 Research 21.0 1 237.40m 25.1 3.23 954.55 40.25% 455% 24.301n £1.80m
Dcs Group 20.71 26.72111 24.3 1.21 1153.33 45.47% 15.33% -21 .33111 22.521n
Dlelon Group 21.0 23.100111 Loss 15.25 2500.00 -5.26% 23.45% -23.001n 25.401n
Electronic Data Processing 21.4 237.301n 13.2 2.50 4375.44 272% 27.70% -21.101n {14.30111
Enterprlso 20.11 25.51rn Loss 0.15 55.00 21.43% -65.05% 22.29111 -217.191n
Gresham Telecompmlng 20. 217.70m 45.5 3.04 580.65 -21.74% 51.35% ~E4.BOm -217.501n
INSTEM . 27.25111 10.2 0.30 1500.00 5.25% 15.52% 20.351n 20.7ern
☜woo $1.3 俉61.40!☜ 13.4 0.04 3857.14 4.46% 35.00% 1110.701☜ 俉13.30m
Kewlli . . £33.90!☜ 11.4 1.01 1102.77 9.00% 25.60% 22.00111 27.40111
Kode international 21.01 29.50111 14.5 0.35 459.77 40.52% 45.55% -21.101n -25.4orn
Leannontrt 5 eurcnatt . 222.701n 17.0 0.95 1041.57 7.75% 43.79% 21.7orn 23.30111
L091☜ 22.5 215450111 00.5 0.76 731.51 557% 220% -215.00m -2:i.401n
Lynx Holdings 20.4 22020111 10.4 1.57 1200.00 204% 9.09% .20.4orn 23.40111
MAID 20,4 235.5010 55.5 5.25 400.00 25.57% 50.00% -213.0orn -253.301n
MDIS 22.1 2214.00111 15.0 1.44 523.05 41.15% 47.59% >219.00m -245.00n1
MR Dela Management :1 .5 2101.50111 20.4 2.45 725.15 -7.55% 40.73% -1:5.301n -212.00111
Mean 4 25.9 2135.20m 17.0 5.51 2391.13 597% 42.54% -25.401n -215.501n
Micro Fouls 210.1 - 2145.20m 8.7 1.74 4903.35 240% 1.50% -22.501n 24.201n
Microgan 21.3 252.5010 13.4 0.90 572.55 553% 42.45% -23.101n -25.501n
Microvitec 224.9001 16.0 0.71 951.22 15.42% 20.00% 23.50111 23.701n
Mlsys 2215.70111 17.0 2.43 1134.33 505% 970% -£13.7Dm 215.5011.
MMT 220.40111 15.5 2.59 1077.30 372% 25.57% -20.701n 25.10111
On-oarnuna , 250.5001 Loss 2.66 1259.23 5.45% 42.39% 23.10111 -27.10rn
01011111 Molemlar 20.5 223.20m Loss 16.45 757.50 40.00% 21.25% >22.60m 25.30111
P5P . 243.30m 17.3 0.20 322.57 270% 12.50% -£1.20m 27.501n
Pegasus 21.5 211.50m 20.2 1.53 495.54 557% 44.49% -20.501n -22.501n
Persona 21.9 222.101n 15.4 0.97 1143.75 515% 14.35% -21.20m 22.001n
Phonellnk , 2117.00rn 3770.0 125.57 2141.94 41.94% 579% -215.001n -211.401n
Proteus . 255.50m Loss 11/. 2155.57 43.74% 55.77% -ED.DOm .Eseeorn
Ounlly sonwara . 234.4om 56.9 2.55 1039.47 -2.47% 2.47% 20.00111 22.901n
Redlue 20.3 210.401n Loss 0.45 275.35 15.15% 35.71% 21.39111 22.75111
FtoalTirneControi 21.0 27.21111 21.1 1.15 2102.04 3.00% 41.10% 20.21rn 22.10111
Rolls 3. No.3,. :33 220,211.11 20.2 1.59 1952.14 4.72% 12.55% 20.901n 23.501n
Sage Group . 210750111 13.9 2.51 3959.23 41.49% 1 .15% -214.001n 22.70111
sandman 20.9 235.30m 10.5 1.54 1500.00 4.44% 17.50% 22.10111 27.50111
3"☜ Grow 2350.50m 23.5 0.72 1220.55 510% 25.13% -219.401n 1:75.401n
Sherwood _ 25.711n Loos 0.25 915.57 351% 0.00% £0.de 20.001n
Spam: Consulting 21.0 21350111 42.5 2.77 1135.54 13.55% 13.55% 21.60111 21.501n
Standard Piationns 20.1 21 .041n Loss 0.39 57.77 53.57% 59.35% ~20.07m 120.267☜
5119051290 22.3 212.401n Loss 19.31 1175.77 210% 17.55% 20.20111 21.90111
7013' . 22.50m 32.3 1.20 471.70 49.35% 4.17% {0.50111 20.10n1
Tum 20.3 24.75m 20.2 0.25 272.00 47.07% 40.53% 20.95111 -2o.54m
UnWm . 223.301n 43.4 2.75 1 150.00 41.73% 15.00% -22.201n 23.05111
Vega Group 22.4 234.401n 24.0 3.55 1991.50 1.25% 10.95% 20.50111 23.50111
Virtualtty 21.5 247.50m Loss 5.51 1010.59 23.55% 45.02% -214.901n £38.90m
Vistec 20.2 229.401n 1 2.4 0.55 1043.45 «5.55% 0.00% -21.501n 20.1orn
Wakeboume 20.5 215.501n Loss 0.50 494.44 729% 45.33% -21.501n 25.10m         Note: CSI Index set at 1000 on 15m April 1969. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index of 1000 based on the issue price.

The CSI Index is no! weighted; a change in the share price 01 the largest company has the same e1tect as a similar change for the smellestoompany.
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     Launched at 102p; the shares corre' i stand t☁ 98p.☁As we now k☁
ack record;th miss forecasts an ☂ bu n sand..leIy sad.

☜Record☝ results from Rolfe & Nolan
"Leading futures and options computer bureau and software specialist☝ Rolfe & Nolan did indeed report its highest
ever PBT - up 29% at £1 .57m - on revenues up 13% at £12.7m in the year to 28th Feb. 94. EPS, however. was down
27% at 12.9p - lower than that achieved in 1990. To be fair, though, this was due to the unpopular law which does not
allow US losses to be set against UK corporation tax. A one♥for-one bonus issue is proposed.
In Feb. 92, HEN acquired a 19.2% stake in US BSl for $500K. They bought the remaining equity in Mar. 93 for a
further $1 .7m. Unfortunately BSl has made losses each year since. In the latest year. losses increased from £414K to
£967K on revenues of £3.05m (1993=£3.27m) although ☜losses were significantly reduced in the second half☂.
The results therefore show the strong performance from the previous R&N activities which increased operating pro ts
by 70% to £2.44m. Europe saw record volumes of business due to the high level of activity in the derivatives markets.
R&N is really motoring with its recurring revenues which now account for 71% of total revenues. Here bureau and FM
revenues rose 15% to 515.1 m and software support rose 22% to £1.7m. Lighthouse (a Treasury and OTC derivative
software product) seems to be progressing well with a £2.5m order from Credit Suisse announced last year with "a .
signi cant contribution expected from 1995/96 onwards☝.
With US losses being reduced ☜a signi cant improvement during 1994/95 is expected with promising prospects".

   

Rolfe & Nolan Computer Services lc Comma"!
Nine Year PBT and EPS Recor Our views on acquisitions are well

Relative to 1986 known as is our support for R&N. It
cannot be denied that buying BSl

cum | has had a negative effect on R&N's
previously exemplary EPS growth

- "57 Z 5☂5 record. We have particularly
criticised R&N for the terms of the
original performance related deal -
although. to be fair, R&N probably
couldn't have cut the deal on any
other basis. But R&N has taken the
remedial action required and is now,
in our opinion, stronger for the
purchase.
The market shares the optimism,
marking the shares up 5% this
month - against the trend.

10 July 1994
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ACTS Financial SoftWare divklon-☜mwawounts
: {M7296 ☂of'tumo'ver and 96% ☁of trading profitsfrom"
'conlihuingacti ties'; international operations ☜new
ccc'L/nt'fqr'57☁z of sales compared withzasae, in the

jp☂rewbus' year☝ end ACT☂s nancial productsare-☜now
" established ☂ih'more' than 1.000 banks and financial

fistitutibn'sgworldwidef. BIS ☜performed above
. _ kpe☂ctationsi☂Kindle grew profits'b☁y 19% but profits were'

> flat at'ACT Financial Systems where Quasar sales were
☜disappointing☝ » " r ' ~ ☂ ☂

_☁=☂.C.v'mmeh : v -- . ' v .
" Asj☂a'result ☁ . he share price fall. ACT now has a

capiteiis'ation of£215m - far less than their E☁ZSOm revenue
' and an historic PIE oncontinuing operations of 12. That
seems'reniarlvably cheap compared to an average P/E of
22 torthe SCSI scotor. On top of that ACT is unarguably
the UK's largeSt and mostprofitable SCSI company and

☁ . 'lheonly Uchomp'anyanywhe☂re ☁close to the Top Twenty
' gin theWOrldeide software products rankings; lt has strong

V : "management which is☝ more than willing to ruf e the odd
☂ feathergiweknow only too welll
, .☜Acqui☁sitions☁have a hegativeeffec! an_EPS fort/1e first

' ☂ twoyears'. 5.1990/91192/93194 Richard Holwey Limited. Readers
" ☂ must begetting bored with us repeating that adage but

> we hope that ourfe'ver increasing band of City analyst
V ' subscribers will now take note too. Building world class

, companies takes time If the City really wants to throw off
' , its short Jenn/st image, it needs to avoid the knee jerk

' reaction it displayed to ACT this month.
V PS, Pieces ACTtake care with yours/aims. in the announcement ACT

= I claimed to be "one of me 20 largest software vendors in the WM☝.
' Uniortunately the ACT list excludes hardware vendors and systems
1th: (many oi whom have substantial software revenues) but than
includes 100% a! ACT revenues. where only 3 (probably minority)
proportion relates to products rather than associated services. J

CMG - Ian Taylor (who took part in the M80 at Data
Alphameric - Alan Benjamln (ex ICL and CAP) took on Sciences) has been appointed UK Chairman of CMG.
Alphameric in 1991 soon altera £11.6m loss was declared. Datastream - Tony Helman. Datastream☂s MD since
Few thought it would last the year. The shares at one stage 1976, retires at the age of 60 next year. In preparation for
slumpedto underlp. Three years on, Benjamin must have this, Joe Kasputys, CEO of new owners, Primark,
been delighted to report PBT of £435K 0n I'GVenues of becomes MD from lst July and Helman will act as
£10.8m in the year to 31st Mar. 94. Alphameric shares Chairman. During Helman☂s 18 years, Datastream☂s
closed June on 39p. revenues have grown 25 fold. We wish him well.
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Lotus, Microsoft the next IBM or DEC?
The Financial Times of 22nd June carried a large advert
from Lotus offering Smartsuite - that's five applications
including 1-2-3 and Ami Pro - for £199 (yes, £199). In the
same issue there was a news item about Lotus shares in
free fall after a profits warning. A connection was politely
not drawn between the two. On the same day we received
the latest statistics from the SPA showing a 10% increase
in European revenues in Q1 1994 but a 59% increase in
unit sales - i.e. another 30% decline in unit prices.

Then BusinessWeek (27th June 94) reported ☁34 slowdown
in desktop software is inevitable Microsoft's revenue
growth rate has already fallen from 50% in 1992 to around
20% for fiscal 1994".

At least the industry has been here before - a decade ago
when the PC wars started The end result is unlikely to be
too different. We have long said that by 2000, people will
be discussing Lotus☂ and Microsoft's problems in very
similar ways to the current discussions about IBM and
DEC. By then, the most powerful companies will be service
providers. Will Lotus, Microsoft et ai. realise that in time?

UK rules? The SPA statistics show that in 01, the UK
became the largest PC software market in Europe.
Revenues from the UK market grew by 22% to $142m,
but sales in Germany declined by 7% to $139m. Sales in

OK, so we got it wrong...
Back in 1992, ICL bought PC distributor Technology for
£30m plus £27m profit related. We described the deal,
whereby ICL would gain control of one of the larger players
in the channel and thereby be able to accelerate the sales
of its own brand PCs, as ☂inspired☝.

it does not seem to have worked out that way. This month
ICL has relieved Technology of its responsibility for ICL
PCs. ICL will go back to the old established model of
dealing direct with distributors. dealers and systems
houses. It was interesting to note that one of the problems
with Technology taking on the combined roles of- agent,
reseller and distributor was that it ☜significantly reduced
the amount of credit in the system. This is important for
many resellers who dependon credit from their distributor".
Source - FT 20m June 1994. You bet your life they do - but we
will be watching ICL☂s bad debts with increased interest
in future!
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France declined by an even greater 10%. to $73m.

Eidos "risky but the rewards could be huge"
Source- Daily Mail - 24th June 1994

Eidos plc develops video compression software which
could well become the standard used in video phones
and other PC based video communications systemssuch
as those supplied by On-Demand Information.

As reported last month, Eidos offered a 1-for-10 rights
issue at 240p raising £517K. The issue was fully taken
up and the shares have since risen to 345p - one of the
best performances in an otherwise depressing market in
the last month.
But Eidos is really high risk. In the year to 31 st Dec. 93.
they decreased losses from £190K to £77K on revenues
of just £131K. But that doesn☂t stop themarket putting a
value of over 29m on the company.
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Your last chance
On Wednesday 20th July 1994, Richard Holway is
repeating his evening soiree. presenting the ndings of
the recently published 1994 Holway Report, on behalf
of the CSA. The event has already attracted bookings

from over 150 CEOs, making it the most
popular CSA event of its type ever. The
evening at the London Metropole Hotel starts

at 5.30 pm and includes drinks and
dinner.
As last year, a free place will be

awarded to all 1994 Holway
Re rt urchasers.
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Cheque payable to Richard Holway Ltd.

Richard Holway Ltd., 18 Great Austins.

FARNHAM. Surrey G>U98J0.
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System Houu" Is published monthly by Richard Holway Limited. New Awe, 18 Great Austira, FARNHAM, Surrey. GUS) 8.10. Telephone 0252 724584;

which also publishes the annual 'Hoiway Report'. leard Holway Is a dlredor at several computing services companies.
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